[Effect of cultivation conditions on the karyotype structure of a cell subline of the kangaroo rat kidney].
Variations in cultivation conditions were found to exert influence on the distribution of cells for chromosome number by changing the modal class. The change of the HMEM medium for the EMEM medium during 2-6 passages results in the appearance of a new modal class with 16 chromosomes. The change in the chromosome number is preferably due to the loss of one X chromosome within the main structural variant of the karyotype (MSVK). On the other hand, the change of the HMEM medium for the F12 medium during 4-6 passages does not affect the cell distribution for the chromosome number. A comparative analysis of the total frequency of the MSVK cells and that of MSVK cells of the modal class showed that the karyotypic changes took place in all the variants, both in the modal class and beyond it due to other additive SVK. An exception is the variant NBLD (change of HMEM for the F12 during 6 passages). In this case chromosome changes occur mostly in the modal class, primarily due to the redistribution of chromosomes in groups. In all the variants there is an insignificant frequency of chromosomes, morphologically different from the MSVK. This confirms the findings according to which chromosomal changeability in the NBLD may be associated mostly with the change in the number of homologous chromosomes rather than with chromosomal aberrations. The frequency of chromosomal aberrations is the same in all the variants examined. The dependence of karyotypic characteristics on culture media mentioned above indicate that care should be taken in choice of culture conditions for permanent cell lines.